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On the Behaviour of Fuse Wires 

Introduction 

The last few decades have witnessed the intro-

duction of electricity as a factor of every day life in 

its use 8S a source of light, power and heat. The dan

gers of fire breaking out~ or the damaging of machines 

or other apparatus by an unexpected rush of excessive 

current, have demanded the immediate use of protective 

means to inter-rupt the current before it becomes higher 
'-../ . 

t :'i.sn the current capac i ty 0 f the c ircui t . 

The earlier forms of the so oalled "cut 

outs 11 were fuse wires t whose current oarrying capac ity , '" 
was or at least was supposed to be) equal to that of the 

,J 

cireui t, b~lt which would fuse and cons\equently open tlle 

cirouit at the smal~est eXC!3SS of· current above the' 

nonnal load. Various other forms, like the magnetio 

circuit breaker, have subsequently c,o~e into use, but , 

they are restricted 'mainly to guard against short 

circuits, while the ordinary fuse wire is still and 

will be used to open the circuit when the current e~

ceeds the carrying capaCity of the line. 

Inadequa.cy of ,Freece's Formula 
2 3· 

I = ad 

As far back as 1882 Prof. Forbes (tTour. ·Soc. Tele-
~~-v-.r~ tv' 

graph Engineers Vol. XIII. p. 238) ~ 
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series.of experiments on the overheating Of wires by 

electric currents, and from his experiments he deduced 

the folloVling relation between the ma.-imuI!l current and 

diameter of the wire 12 = ad
3 

where 

12 _ ourrent in a1;1lperes 

d - diameter of the wire 

a - constant depending on the metal and 

units used. 

This formula was subsequently used by 1l{ . H. 

Preeoe (Proc. Roy. Soc. Apr. 3, 1884 an'd Dec. 22-:t87) 
u 

to d-etermine the fusing currents for various size~ wiree 
'" ~,~ 

of metals and alloys, and since then it -4.s- known by his 

name. 

To this formula, which is very much used in 

practice to determine the size of fuse wires to be used 

in a particular case, is due J at least in part, "the fact ' 

that many a time a fuse wire fails to act exactly when 

it ought to. If we examine how Prof. Forbes obtained 

this formula, we will see that it cannot be used for 

what it was intended. 

Let 1 - length of fuse wire in -&6R--. e . ~1'iv 

d = diameter in eefr. ~.?)'I.- , 

p = specific resistance of the metal 

Then if R = resistance of the wire 
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If W = watts supplied. 

I = current in Amperes, 

J = mechanical equivale.nt of heat' 

E1- s~plied energy in thermal units per seo. 
4e 2 · 

·E1- Td2 J f' I 

He assumes that the heat dissipated by radiation, con

vection, etc. is proportional to the surface of the 

wire and to difference between fusing temperature and 
(' 

initia.l temp~rature of the wire, 

E2 = dleT where 

E2 = heat dissipated 

. then 

e = heat dissipated per unit area per 

degree rise for the metal used . . 

T = difference in temperature. The next assumption 

he makes is that the total energy supplied to the wire 

1s dissipated, 

T for any given metal may be considered for practical 

cases as constant (within a few degrees). Hence we 

may put constant (a) whence 
= 

I2 ad3 
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According to this formula, as it is obtained on the 

assu~ption thgt the total heat generated in the wire 
~ ..... 

is dissipated, the wire wil 'l never fu.se~ . I h[1.ve found 

in my experiments that currents, even smaller than 

those obtained by the above formula, will fuse a wire 

under ordinary conditions. 

FACTORS THAT AFFECT· THR FUSING TIME 

There are a good many factors that affect the 

time of fusing a wire of a certain diameter, with a 

given current ". These factors are: 

1. The shape :· 0 f the fus e; whethe r the fus e is cyl in-

drical or in the form of a strip. 

2. The position of the fuse; whether in a -vertical ,. 

or horizontal position: 

3. The length ot the ~tse wire, whioh we have seen 

does not appear in Preece"s formula. 

4. . The temperature of the surrounding medium. 

5. The coefficient of expansion of the metal of which 

the fuse wire is made. 

6. The tenninal effect ;~e amount of heat conducted 

tprough the wire to the terminal blocks. 

7. The pres·sure or tension exerted , by the terminal 

blocks. 

8. ~aromo tric pressure. 
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9. Whether the wire is insulated, enclosed in tubes, 

or imbedded in some non-conducting material aB many , 
fuses on the market are. 

10. Possibly also the Peltier effect: whether heat is 

absorbeo or deTTeloped at the thermo-electric junction 

between the fuse wire and terminal blocks. 

11. The formation of an oxide coating aronnd the wire. 

THE PHENOMENA OF FUSI~G FROM A PHYSICA~ POINT OF VIEW. 

If we regard the phenomena as a physical 

problem, it is evident that a fuse wire requires a 

de~inite amount of heat to raise it to the melting 

point, plus a d.efinite amount of heat to melt it and 

possibly to vaporise part of it, and this a.mount of 

heat must ,be supplied 'by electrical energy. This is 

the case when the current is very high, the time it 

takes to fuse the wire is infinitesimal and the amount 

of heat diBsipated is infinitesimal, and the problem 

is very simple. 

'But a fuse is not at all a protection 

against very high currents, but a protection against 

ariy excess of a certain rated current, which may be 

small or large as the .case may be. In such a case 

the element of time and Y/it h it the su!"rounning con-

ditions form an imDortant factor. The qllestion whether 
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~ 
the fuse will act depends now", whether the heat 

generated in the wire exceeds the heat dissipated. 

If the rate of heat generat~d in the wire is not 

larger than the . rate o~ cooling, it is evident that 

the fuse will never act. ~Jn the other hand, if the 
~ 

rate of cooling is smaller than the rate of heat 
--, 

generatdon, then after a certain time, the wire will 

reach its rneltinB temperature and fuse· But the time 

. that it takes the fuse wire to reach its melting point 

may be so large, that the excessive current flowing 

fot tlmt time may seriously injure some a~paratus, 

then tho sensit'iveness to action of fuse wires comes 

in as another important factor. 

P.ELAT ION BET1.vEEN :B'~JS ING CUB~R:TTi L~NGTII AND 

DIAMETER OF WIRE, AND FUSING T1r~. 

Apparently it seems, that as so many factors affect 

the phenomena of fusing, no formula could be de

veloped tO ,even approxima te actual cases. But if a 

formula could be found in which the element of time 

should fi~lre, the problem will be practically solv

ed, for if the time element be made small, the total 

heat dissipated will be s mall, and also the other fac

tors will have very little time to appreciahly affect 

the :etlS ing pOint. 
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I - fusing current in Amperes 

d - diameter of wire in crn. 

1 - length in cm. 

f= specific resistance of the metal at OoC. 

T = difference between melting and initial (room) 

temperature of the wire. 

c:J.. = average temperature coefficient of . resistance ~, of 

the metal between initial and melting temperatures. 

t = time in seconds. 

El . supplied energy in Joules (watt-sec.,). 

then 4t 2 
E 1= 7f02 f ( I +J.T) I t 

As thedifferenc·e in temperature, T, for any given 

kind of wire may be co~sidered for practical cases 

as a constant (within a few degrees) then 

El Kl ~2 r2t where 

Kl - i-f( I ~T) 
Part of this supplied energy is dissipated by raoia

tion and this is proportional to the surface of the 

wire and to some function of the difference in temp

erature T. IfE2 '~ energy lost by radiation · 
/ 

E2 ~ 7T dleJf(Tlt where 

e - average heat radiated per unit area (of the 

metal) per second per degr~e rise, between initia~ 
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and melting temperature. 

J = Joule's equivalent (4.189). 

But as stated above T is practically constant then 

f(T) = constant, hence 

where 

,K2 = 7T e Jf ( T ) 

Heat is also lost by conduction and con

. veotion through themedium surrounding tIre wire and 

this is proportional to the length of the wire and 

to some function of the diffe!'ence in temperature. 

where 

E = aJ~f(T)-t 3 

E3 = total energy lost · by convec-

tion and conduction. 
a average heat lost per unit 

length, per unit degree rise, per s eeond, then 

"3 = K3it Where 

K3 = aJf(T) 

Loss of heat occurs also by conduction through the 

wire to the terminal blocks, and this is proportional 

.to the CiU0SS sectional area of the wire , . and to the 

difference in temperature, and inversely proportional 

to the length 
E4 = b hr

4
jA JTt 

Where E4 = heat lost by conduction: 

b - average heat conducted per unit area, 
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. 
o per unit length, per I C, ~er second. 

d 2 
E4 = K4 I t YV-here 

K4 = bTJT 
4 

In all the above expressions the heat is expressed 

in Joules. 

The difference between the energy sup~lied 

and the energy dissipated is used to raise the wire to 

the melting temperature, and to melt the wire. If 

R5 = heat required to raise the wire to themelting 

point 

then 

The amount of 

Td2£ 
If s rr JT i'There 

s - specific gravity of the metal 

~ = specific heat 

E5 = K5d2£ Where 

K5 = L~<rT 

" " 

heat required to melt the wire is 
7f d 2£ 5 

E6 = 4 ."JL 

" 

Where TJ = latent heat of fusion of the metal. Then 

E6 = K6 d2£ where K6 
7T sJ 

J.J - 4 

Equating the energy supplied to the energ;T consumed 
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K2 K3 K4 K K - - 5 T 6 putting K = B: K = A: KI - C~ _ D 

and facto~ing outl~2 we have 4 Kl 

2 2 ) d 4 
(I - Ad - Bd' - Cl2).t = Dd 

or r2 _ Ad2 ? Bd3 + (0 Jr2 + D ~ )d4 

This equation gives us the relation between 

the. fusing current, length and dil!meter of the fuse 

wire and the fusing time. It is Been that in Preece's 

formula, the first and last terms of the above equa

tion do not appear at all. 

This equation gives us means to work out ~ 

table of fusing currents for various size wires and 

metals having a specified length and that 'will fuse 

aft~r a specified time; 
~ 

It is important to note, that while the time 

(t) should be taken small, so as to give the fuse 

quick action, and ~dmit very little heat diSSipation, 

it should not however be taken two small for in that 

case the last term of the equation would be large and 
, 

consequently the current would be two : high. A fair 

valu.e for (t) for practical oases would be the time 

(j·orreaponding to the Knee of the time--fuaing current 

curve. (See PTJATES 2 and :3) t because the slope of the 

cu~ve passes at this point through a oritical value. 

Below this point large increments in current produce 
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small ohanges in time, while above this point small 

inorements in current produce large changes in time. 

Thus (see PLATE 2) the fusing time for a non-insulated 

No. 27 copper wire of length 8 cm. should be taken 

2 seconds the corresponding current is I = 24.75 Amp. 

Simti1arly (-see PLATE 3) the ,fusing time for a non

insulated No 32 copper wire of length 8 cm. should 

ve taken ,1 second. The current 1=12.5 

The equation obtainefr above brings forth an important 

poInt in re,lat ion to fuse wires. 

If we put the equati~n in the form 
2 3 ~ d4 

12 - Ad - Bd - C1f2 =D ~ 

and let t = ~ ,than 

t ' =~Ad2 + Bd
3 + C tz 

gives the minimum ~sing current· No current smaller 

~han this value mf I will fuse a wire of t he given 

diment ions. ' 

It is beyond the ,scope of this dissertation 

to work out the fusing currents for every size wire of 

metals and alloys used in pract ice for fuew w-ires. 

The main object in view \vas to fJ.nd out in v/hat wa~i 

~ certain conditions affect the ,fusing time for a 

given curre~t. Thus the effect of insulationj 

I 
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Barometric pressure; how the fuAing time is affected 

by having the wire enclosed in glass tubes with open 

and closed ends; the eff ect of length were succesively 

investigated and the results given below. 

APP ARAT~TS A:!\T]) CONNECT IONS 

PLATE 1. 

The main lahoratory D.C. 110 Volt leads 

were brought to the switch S. The current passed 

through an ammeter, which was carefully calibrated, 

and the current was controlled by means of lamp rack!... 

The switch sl was used to open the circuit when re

quireo,and the switch s2 to short circuit the fuse, 

when the current had to be adjusted. The current 

was read when switched over the fuse. 

The time was measured cronographical1y. 

The oronograph C consisted of a drum revolved by 

clock work. Its speed could be properly adjusted by 

means of air vanes. The time record was made on a 

smoked paper fastened on the drum. E was an e~ectro-
2 , 

magnet connected thnl relay 3 and two Leelanche 

cells B to the observatory clock circuit. The pointer 

P2 in its normal condition was in contact with the 

smoked paper, and was so connected to the electro-

magnet E2 that it moved axially on the smoked .paper 
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whenever "the circuit was brokeri, t hus registering 

"the beats of the" observatory cloc]e. E is a similar 
1 

electromagnet actuated by a fraction of the fusing 
, 

£urrent. When the current was switched over the 

fuse the pointer PI of this electromaGnet made a 

vertical mark on the smoked paper. A similar mark 

was made when the c ircui t" was broken i. e., 'vvhen the 

fuse blew. The distance between the marks maete by 

the electro-magnet E conr.ected to the clock circuit 
" 2 

gave the distance corresponding to "one second, while : 

the distance between the marks made by the electro-

magnet E connected to the main circuit gave the 
1 " 

fusing time rJeasured to the same sca le. 

In order to fix the marRs made by the two 

electromagnets, the smoked paper was. immersed in a 
o 

di"lute solution of shellac in ald'hol, wh ich dried 

quickly. A sample of the time record is shown on 

the next paee. 

EFFECT 01" INSULATION 

The wires tes ted were No. 27 and No. 32 (B & S Gauge) 

copper wire of constant length - 8 em. The diameter 

of the No. 27 non-insu l ated wire was .03605 cm. while 

the diameter o~er the double cotten insulation was = 
0.05895 cm. The diameter of the non-insulated No.32 

wire was 0.0219 cm. The fuse wire wa s connected to 

an ordinary ~lse box with bras R terminals. Current 
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, - / /' ...,,,,. 
-4/V~{... /' a.-/.u..." ~ 

r eadings and measurement s of time -1:are--gl-'ien in the : 

fo llowing tabl"e's-':1' 
TA~'!JE I. 

No. 27 Copper Wire length = Scm. 
Non-Insul ated Insulated 

Obs. I t Obs .j · I 1 t 

1 1 . I 12.5 14 .75 

2- 14.S , 9.75 2 15. 0 9.0 

" ·-~V 
3 15.S ~ 7.7 5 3 . 16.7 7. 0 

. <... . . ,4 4 16. s1 5.18 4 18.5 5.2 

5 18.0 , 5.0 
! 

5 20.5 4.0 

! I 

4.15 22.e 6 . \ 18.5 ! 6 3.66 
! I 

7 21.7 : 2.S1 7 24 .5 3 .12 

S 25.2 1.96 8 27. 0 2.46 

9 29 .5 1.57 9 2S . 5 1.·46 
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. TA~LE II. ' 
No. 32 Copper ,ire Length = 8cm 

Non-Insulated 'Insulated 
Obs. I I ' ~ t abs · I 

11 6.4 I 18.5 

2 . 7 • 5 I. 5. 0 

3 9.8 1.5 

4 I 12.4 

5 . I 14.6 

6 16.5 

7 

8 

9 

19.5 , 

22.0 

24.0. 

to _ I 26.0 

! 11 27.0 
! 

.965 

.797 

~ 619 

.509 

~ 398 

.367 

i 
i 
! 
t 
{ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1
6 

l 7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

5· 

6 

7.2 

8.3 

9.5 
~ , 

.10.9 ! 
\ {, 

11.6 I' 

15.2 I 

15.2 f 
& 
t I 16.2 I 

I 17.2 

t 

13 

6 

5 

3.75 

2.80 

2.49 

2.27 

1.405 

1.34 

1.08 

. 12 29.5 

.361 

.291 

.333 12 

13 ' 

18.8 1 
I 
\ 

.831 

.522 

.494 

.450 

.409 

:-:503 
-If

14 

15 

16 

20.9 

21.3 

22.3 

23.5 

\ 

I , i 

! 
( . 
I 
I 

I 
I 
l 

~he graphioal representation of these results is 

shown on PLATE 2 for the No. 27 7iire,. and in PTJATE 

3 for the No. 32 wire. The curves areplotted with the 

>.,current (independent variable) 8S abscissa and time as ' 

ordinate.. It fs easily Been from these curves, that 

the insulation greatly affects the sensitiveness to 
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fusion of wires. For high currents the non-insulated 

is more sensitive than the insulated one. Thus from 

PLATE 2. we have seen that a current of 22.5 Amp. 

will fuse a no. 27 non-insulated wire of the same size 

in 3.4 seconds. On the other hand for low currents, 

the insulated wire is more sensitiye to action. 

Thus 14.5 Amp. will fuse a No. 27 insulated wire in 

9.5 seconds, and a non-insulated wire of the same size 

in 11 seconds. The point, where the two curves 

cross each other, shows where the two wires will 

fuse ' with the same current in the same time. 

,A comparison between the energies supplied 

to the two wires for any particular ctirrent, and also 

between the ener,ies dissipated and consumed in the 

two wires, was thought to give some explanation to the 

above facts. In order to compute these energies re-

course was made to the, equation developed above, 
4 

namely, r2 - (Ad
2 

+ Bd
3 + CF lt = Dd

4 

As the same size and 

test, the terra Aq.2 ~ 
4 K2 

and Dd • R Where ~~ 

length of wire was used in the 
d4 K 

Bd3 + C~ = Constant ~ 
. R 

represents the average resistance 

of the wire between initial (room) and melting temp

erature. Hence thA equation may be written 

(R12 - Kl)t = K2 
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and this equation must be the equation of the time-" 

~ fj K Bing current curve. The oonstants --~ and 2 were 
R· R 

found from the ourves on PLATE 2. Thus for the non-

insulated wire !1 = 119 and K2 = 1012 
Ii R 

The value of R was comIlted from the dimensioneof 

the wire R: 7 r (1 +~T) 

i~ 8 cm. d = .03655 

f= ·1.594 x 10-6 

T = 1086° Where 1086° C 

melting point of copper. Average value of~ = .00219 

Then R = .041615 ohms. 

Kl~ R x 119 • 4.95 

K2= ~ x 1012 = 42.114 

Thus the final equation of the time-*· fus~ng cun-ant 

curve is (.041615 r2 - 4.95)t : 42~114 

Where 4.95 is the average heat disSipated per second, 

and 42.114 Joules is the heat consumed in raisiJ1g 

the wire to the melting temperature and to melt the 

wire. 

This amount of energy can also be found from 

the physical constants of copper namely: 

Specific heat of copper = 0.093 

Latent heat of fusion ~ 43.0 

Specific gravity 
( . • 8.89 
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~ 
thenJEnergy required to heat the wire to the melting 

temperature 10860 C is 

7Jd
2 R. x 8.89 x 0.093 x (1086° - 200) 
4 

= 7.197 Calories 

= 30.02 Joules. 

The~ energy required to melt the wire is 

1Td2 £ x 8.89 x 43 = 3.121 Calories 
4 

= 12.96 "Joules. 

The total energy consumed in the wire only is 30.02 

+ l2.96 = 42.98 Joules. The value ob1:ained from the 

curve is 42.114 Joules. It is remarkable tha.t the 

agreement should be so close. From the equation of 

the curve thus obtained, the energies supplied, and 

dissipated were computed and the results given in 

the following table where 

tl = observed time, 

t2 = computed time from the equation, 

W ~ Watts supplied, 

J1 = energy supplied in Joules 

" 

" 

dissipated in Joules 

consumed in the wire 
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TABJ£ III 
No. 27 Non-insulated wire 1 = 8 cm. R i .041615 

I 

13.2 

14.8 

15.8 

16.8 

18. 

18.5 

'I t1 
17. 

9.75 

7.75 

5.18 

5.0 

4 .. 15 

21.7 ( 2.81 

25.2 1.96 
" 

~9. 5 1.57 

t2 1 W 
18.4 '. 7:.26 

10.12 I 9.12 

I 7.75 . 10.38 

! 6.22 

~ 4.92' 
i , 
~ 4.54 
t 

2.87 

1.96 

1~35 

, 11.75 
~ 

113 . 50 

, 14.25 

i 19 . 62 

126 . 46 

t :36.20 

I 
~ 

l 
t 

t 
1 

J1 

133.21 

92.5 

80.68 

72.98 

66.49 

64.71 

56.32 

52.0 

48.8 

J i 

2 t 

91.1°11 

50.1°1 

38 .. 57 , 

30.87 

24 •. 38 1 

22.60\ 

14.21 

9.89
t 

6. 69 1 

J 
3 

42.114 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 
\I 

n 

It should be' noted that the computed time is in 

close agreement with the observed time· The equation 

of the time-fusing current curve for the No. 27 in-

sulated wire was found in a similar way. 
Kl I - = 50 and ~;;; 1575 R n 

The final equation being (0.041615 12 - 2.0807)t = 65.54 , 

As above the energies were computed and the results 

given in the following table: 
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TABLE IV. 
No. 27 Insulated wire 1 = 8 em R = .041615 

I 

12.5 

15.0 

16.7 

18.5 

20.5 

22.6 

24.5 

27.0 

28.5 

t 

14.75 

9.0 
I 

7.0 I 
,5.2 'I 

I 

i 4.0 
I 

3.66 

3.12 

2.46 

I W iJ l f J 2 
14.85 I' 6.5 96.40 1 ~o.86 

I 9.0 9.375 84.28118.74 
I I I 

B.95 111.61 18o.95 !14.41 

5.2 11 14.24 176.6° 111.16 

4.25 \17.50 74.40 ; 8.86 

3.42 121 . 62 72.70 ,1 7.14 

2.86 124.98 71.50 , 5.96 

2.32 130.35 170.401 4.86 

65.54 

" 

" 
" 

" 

" 
n 

1.96, 2.07 133.81 170.00 4.46 

AS seen fro~ the table, the amount of 
I 

energy consumed in the wire and insuaation only, is 

65.54 Joule~: this means that 23.426 Joules are con-

surned in the insulated wire in excess of the energy 

consumed in the non-insu~tated one. This excess of 

energy might have been consumed to raise the insulation 

to burning temperature~' . 

The abo',e reBul ts are represent ed graphically 

in PLATE 4. energy be~Ilg plotted against current. ~~~) 
' J?LATE5. where energy is plottedB:.~~~llS~ . ~i:?D 

. From PLATE 4, we see that for low fusing 

current, the total energy Cii'ssipate9- by the non-in

sulated wire is considerably larger than that diRsipated 
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by the insulated one, because of the very poor heat 

dissipating qualities of the cotton ins~lation. Thus 

for a current of 15 Amperes, the energy dissipated 

by the non-inSUlated wire is about 2.5 times more than 

that dissipated by the insulated one. This explains 

why for low currents the insulated wire fuses quicker. 

On the other hand, for high currents, the total energy 

dissipated )y the non-insulated wire is small in com-

parison with the energy oonsumed by the ootton insula
I 

tion only/and as a consequence tho non-insulated wire 

W~ill fus e i k qu car, Another reason. why the insulated 

wire does not fuse 8.S fast as the non-inSUlated one 

for high currents is that the burned up ootton insula-

tion may form a coating around the wire, holding in 

it the molten metal of the wire, thus keeping the 

current flowing for quite an appreciable length of time. 

In view of this reasoning at the point where 

the two curves (PLATE2) cross each other, as the two 
I 

wires ~lse with the same ourrent in the same time, 

the Barne amount of energy must be supplied to both 

of them. Consequently the tv/a supplied energy curves 

on PLATE 4 must cross each other for -that current. 

Furthermore. as the energy required to raise thf! two 

wires to the melting temperature and to melt them is 
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t:he same, then the same amount of' energy dissipated 

by'the unin8ul~ted w1:re must be equal to the energy 

dissipated by the insula.ted 'wire plus the energy con

sumed in the ' ootton, insula.tion. From PLATE 4, at the 

point of intersection of' the supplied energy curves, 

we obtain,: 

Energy dissipated by the' non-insulated wire - 41 

Joules. 'Energy dissipated by the insulated wire = 18 

Joules. Dif'ference between the energies dissipated 

by the twowirea : 41 - 18 == '23 Joules which agrees ' 

' fairly well .with the value otherwise obtained for the 

energy consumed in the ootton insulation aame1y 

23.426 Joules. 
EFFECT OF ' BAROrllETRIC PRESSURE 

The objeot in view in this test was to find 
~ 

whatef'fe.ot "ioae the barometric pressure have upon 

tusing timef'or ~'ive~ ourrent. 

The apparatus and oonnections used in the ' 

previous teat were also used in the present one, ex

oept the terminals were ohanged. The terminals TTf 

see IlLAfl 6) to which the .fuse wire was connected, 

were heavy oopper 'wires, passing thru sealed glass 

tube a a and rubber stopper into the glass jar JJ, , . 

resting on the ground glass plate G. By means of' the 

glass tube b and rubber tube r, the jar was put in 
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communication with the manometer tube M, dipping into 

mercuryate. The manometer was connected atE to 

the air pump. The pressure was measured by sub- , 

tracting the height of , the i · me.rcur~T column in M from 

the barometer reading. 

On accou.nt ·of the 'limited space in the glass 

jar J, the length of the wire tested had to be taken 

only 6 CEl . The wire tested was No. 27 (B & S Gauge) 

non~insulat~d. copper' wire. Readings of fusing current, 

and measurements of the fusing time, were made, 

h~ving the wire enclosed in the jar at atmosph~rio 
9 

pressure (73.9 om); at 50 cm. of nercury, 40 cm. 29 · 

em, 19 em and .eO cm of mercury. The results obtained 

for 50 and 40 em of mercury, were practiqally the 

same as those ottained for atmospheric pressure. 
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TABTJP~ v. 
NoI 27 Non-insulated Copper wire. 

// 

" Atmospheric Pressure rressure, Pressure 
pressure 29.0 cm. 19. cm I 0.90 cm. 
73.9 cm. I 

~, t 
I t , I I t ! I ," t 1 I 

l I ! 
t 

&.5 15 • 0 le. 0 il14 · 6 8 · 15 114 · 2 i 8 · 9 i 1-4 • 1 

15.75 5.7 i16.() 5.1 115.3\6.01 15 . 0 I 6.8 

16.4 4.85 17.0 14.0 16.4 ' 4.9 , 16. 75 t 5.0 

17.4 .4.0 18.2 !3.3 17.4 4.2 18.8 I 3.8 

19.2 3.1 19.2 12 . 9 19.0,3.4 20.0 I 3.3 
I , I I I t 

20.0 ' 2.7 , 21.0 : 2.3 121.512.5& 21.6 f 2.8 

2~. 3 !1. 9 i 22.8 ! 1. 9 i 23. 1 i 2. ili I 23.0 ! 2. 4 

23.9 i1.5 123.5 1.7 124 . 3 1.8 i 25.0 1.8 

Thes~ results ~re represented g~aphicaily on PLATE 7 .• 

The portion wher~ the ourves intersect one another is 

replotted to a larger scale on PLATE 8. Comparing 

these ourves, we see that for low currents, the sen-

sitiveness to fusion of the wire inoreases as the 

pressure decreases· Thus for a constant time 6f 

fusion equal to 9 seconds, the fusing current requir-

ed is 14.8 Amp. when p= 73.9 cm; 14.45 A~p. when p = 

29 om.: 14.1 Amp. when p =19 em ar:d 13.95/"',Pwhen p=0.90cm. 

On the other hand for high ourrents the 

sensitiveness to ~lsion of the wire decreases with the 

decrease of pressure '. Thus oomparing the curves for 
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P ': 73.9 and p = 29 cm. we find that u:J5 ' to a current 

of 21.4 Amp. the wire fuses -quicker for the lower 

pressure, while above this current, the wire will 

fuse qudcker for the higher pressure. The current 

corresponding to the point where t he two Curves 

intersect each other ~ay be considered as a critical 

current, for with this cu!'rent, the wire will fuse 

in the same time under both pressures. For any two 

different pressures there seems to be a critical 

fUSing current, corresponding to the intersection 

O'f the time-current curves for these two pressures. 

The curves on plate 7 also show that the 

critical current for atmospheric pressure decreases 

with the decrease of pressure. Thus the critical 

current for p = 73.9 and p = 29 is 21.4 Amperes. For 

p = 73.9 and p = 19) I - 16.4 Amrcres).~r p = '73.9 

and p = 0.9) I = 15.6 Amperes. 

It was observed that for high currents and for 

pressures below 30 cm· of mercury, the wire becar.le 

incandescent. This may be the- '~;'~;~h1~ for hj.gh (p.J.~lIt6, 

the time it takes to fuse the wire is larger for lower 

pressur~j : the heat radiated from the wire being larger 

thaft-the J:1eat radiated for higher pressures. 
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On the other hand, the faot that for low 

ourrents the wire ~lses quicker for lower pressures, 

rna::! be due to the deorease in the heat dissipated by 

oon~eotion through the air ,for low pressures. Aooord-

ing to this explanation, at the point of interseotion 

of two ourves, the dncreaAe in radiation equals the 

deorease in the heat by convection. 

~FFECT OF GLASS TUBES. 

A series of experiments were carried alit with 

non-insulated No. 27 copper wire of constant ,length 

o''f 7 cm. Readings of fusing current, and neasurements 

of fusing time were taken for 

1. Wire ,in free air. 

2. Wire exte~ded : 81ong . the axis of a glass tube 7 cm 

long, 2 ' cm. in diameter, ends open. 

3. Wire along axis of same tube ends closed. 

4. Wire along axis of glass tube, 7 om. long, 1 cm. 

in diameter, ends open. 

5. Wire along axis of t he same tube, ends closed. 

The terminals used in this exp6irr:ent were heavy 

oopper wires: the reason for using such terminals 

vias to faoili tate passing them through the stoppers 

in t he olosed tube test. (The following table gives the 
"'-

data obtained ~ 
/ 
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" No. 27 Non-insulated Copper Wire 1-. · 7 em. 

In Air 

I 
I ! t 

t 15.7 1 7.8 

I Tube 2 emdiam. " Tube 1 cm. diameter. 

: ends op. ends, cIs. Ends op. +ndS closed. 

I t I " t I I t I I I t 

15.1 16 . 2 14.3 6.4 I 13.7 , 6.3 113 . 5 \5.8 

17.0 5.3 , 16.4 ;4.7 11 16.1 4.5 ! 14.3 5.4114.4 14.9 
t : I t 

18.4 :4.0 \ 17.6 13.9 118.3 3.3 I 15.5 , 4.3 , 16.1 !3.4 

20~ 3 1 3.25 1 20.7 1 2.8 1 20.7 1 2.1 I 16.5 1 3.3 ~18,o I 2.2 
[I i i I 

22.0 :2.7 122.0 12.4 i 22.0 2.~ I! 19. \ 2.2 12 'J. !1.7 

i
l 1 I ( ! ; I I 

23.52.4 123.4 12.2 22.6 . 2.0 f 21.0 /1.9 2l.4 i l . 6 

25.0 12.2 27.62.0124.011.9123 . 11.7 22.7j1.5 

Tl1~ reBul ts are represented graphically in FIJATE 

9 where time is plotted against fusing current . 

From theBe curves we see that the fusing 

current for the same time decreases with , the si ze of 

the tube· Thus for the open end tul)es we find that, 

for t = 4 seconds, the current for the wire enclosed 

in the 2 em tube is decreased by 15.65%. 

For the closed end tubes, we find that for 

t = 4 seconds, the fusing current is decreased by 

9.7l%: for the 2 em tube, and by 18.01% for the 1 cm tube. 

Attempts were made to use smaller size tubes, 

but the experiments could not be carried out on account 

of the fact that the wire as soon as it got hot, ex-
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panded and touched the walls of the ·tube thus trans

mitting heat directly to the tube. This may explain 

the peculiar results obtained by Prof. A. Schwartz 

and W .H. James of. ·Manohester, England. (See London 

Electrician Apr. 5--1905) Experimenting with fuses 

enclosed in glass tubes, with open ends, they found 

that there is a certain size tube for which the 

fusing· current is a minimum' For tubes smaller than 

this size (about 1 cm in diameter) the fusing ourrent 

increases. This may easily be explained from the fact 

that for small size tubes, the wire is more or less 
. ) 

directly connected to the tube, transmitting heat to ' 

it, and as a consequence requiring a larger fusing 

current. 

The fact that the fusing time, for the 

same current, decreases with the size of tube, may be 

due to the decrease in the heat dis~ipated by convec-

tion currents. 

This results show that from a practical 

standpoint, the enclosed fuse is of greater value be

cause the sensitiveness to fusion is greater, and also 

because the danger of fire from scattered particles of 

moltg8 metal is eliminated. 
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EFFECT OF L3NGTH 

The "terminals used in this test were brass 

screws, screwed in a board. The distance between 

the terminals could oe adjusted to suit the length 

of the fuse wire to be tested. Readingsof fusing 

current and rneasurementR of time were made for a 

No. 27 non-insulated copper wire of vatious lengths. 

The da~a obtained is given in the following tables: 

£ 
No. 27 

= 3· cm I 
I 

I 

20.5 

20.9 

21.7 

22.6 

I t I 
! i 
7 !"I I • v , 

16.l5 i 
! ! 
\ 

, 5.0 

,4.0 
~ 
1 

23.6 ' 3 2 I · 
25.0 12.4 

T.A.BLE VII. 

Non-insulated~Copper ~Vir~. 
t = 4 em ~ = 5 om I ~ = 6 

I fit 
I It . I It ~ Itt 

• I , 

17 · 8 17 • 85 17. 1 j b. 9 I 16.21 

18.3 16.95 17.A ~ 5.85 16.8 I 

, 1 I 
t ' t 18 . 7 i 6 . 5 18 · 5 ;, 5 · 0 1 7 · 7 t 

19.9 1 4.85 ! 19.4 l 4~4 18.6' 
I I l I 

20. 9 t 3.8 20. 4 ~ 3.3'5 · 19. 7 t 
t \ l : 

21.8 13.151121.3 !2.6 21.01 

22.7 2.5 22.8 \ 2.0 22.2.1 
j . ~ 

24.0 ,2.0 23.711.8 23.2 1 

25.0 11.6 ,25.°11.6 24.41 

crn. 

7.3 

6.25 

5.3 

4.3 

3.3 

2.5 

2.0 

1.8 

1.6 
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TABLE VIII. 

__ ~_._'_cm_ t = 8 cm t = 9 cm :1 cm. ;1 J1 No. 27lJNon-insulated Copper W~ire 

I tIt ~ I I t 

16.0 6.8 16.0 6.5 16.1 ·6.05 15.5 !6.6 
I 

16. 5 6. 0 16. 6 •. 5.6 17 . ° 5. ° 16 .3 13 • 6 " 

17.2 5.2 17.4 4.75 l7.94.15 ~ 17.1 1 4.75 
I ~ 

18.1 4.35 18.3 ' 4.0 119 . 3~3 ~ 18.3 1 3.? 

19.1 3.5 19.3 3.2 \ 20.0,2.6 119.3 13.0 

20.3 2.7 20.0 2.75 22.0 i1 . 9 21.l t 2.~ ;' 

21.6 2.15 21.4
i 

2.2 24.0 1.55 23.0

I
l l.65 

22.8 1.8 22.1 1 1.9 25.0 1.4 

' 23.211.7 

The graphical repre~entation of these 

results is shown on PLATE 10, where time is plotted 

against fusing current for various 1ength$of fUse 

wire. From these curves we see that the sensitiveness 

to fusinn of a wire increases with the length of the 

wire. The reason for this is that the longer the 

wire the less heat is lost by conduction throueh the 

wire to the terminal blocks. It was observed during 

these tests that for longer wires, the rupture occurs 

at the midd1~ of the wire_ 

The curves on PI~TE 11, showing the varia-

tion of the fusing current with the length of the fuse 
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wire, were obtained from the curves on PLAT~ 10 by. 

plotting the fusing current as a function of the 

length of the wire, considering the fusing time con-

s tan t · ~" - '1rJ 
/ 

. These ourves ·show plainly ho~ the fusing 

current deoreases as the length of the wire is in-

creased. ! 
To find the law of varistion of fUBing 

current with the length. of fuse wire, recourse 

w~s made to the equation developed in the Dre

ceding pages nar!lely~ 

. , f2 -:- (Ad
2 + Bd

3 + c~~ t = Dd
4 

As the same size wire was used in these tests, we 

may put Ad2 + Bd3 - K (constant) and 

Cd4 - K2.( constant r 

. 

If we consider the ~l8ing time also constant then 
. Dd4 

t = 'K3 . (constant) 

Consequently the equation may be writte~ 
2 K2 

I = ~ + P T ~~ 
Letting X + K3 = Xl ~ 

r2 = Kl + K2 
.F. 

This equation showing the law of variation of the 

fusing current and length of wire, must then be 
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the equation of the curves on P~TE 11. The constants 

Xl and K2 ·have been determined from the curve I VB. t 
for a oonstant .time o~ 6 seconds and also for t .: 3 

seconds. For t = 6 ~econds,the equation is 
2 18·00 

I :; 238 + ~ 
- 3 seoonds and for t 

2 , 1950 
I • 353 +f,~ 

From these two equation'S, the current has been oa1- ' 

~ulated · for the length ~fuBe wire used. The ob

served and compU.ted values are given ,:!n the "'following 

table: TAB:tE IX. 
:~ '. 

No. 27 Non-insulated Copper Wire. 
t = 6 seoonds t = 3 seconds. 

~ 
a s 
r 

3 ,om 21.0 

4 " 18.9 

5 " 17.7 

6 " 16.9 

7 " 16.5 

8.: " ' 16.3 

9 " 16.15 

10 " 15.9 

comp 
I 

21.0 

16.75, 

17~6 , 

16.98 

16.55, 

16.3 

16.1,5 

16.0 

t , 
3 em 

o s 
I 

23.8 

comp 
I 

23.~. 

4 21.8 

5 20.8 

6 20.2 

7 19.8 

ED " I 19.5 '~ ' 19.6 

9 " 19.45 19.4 ' 

10 n 19.3 19.3 
i 

As the computed values do agree So close 

' with the observed values of ·the fusing eU!l'1'ant, it is 

eVident ' that the variation of the fusing current an·d 
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2 K2 · 
length, c is according ~o the law~ I .: Ki + ~ and 

this is also anevidehoe of thecorl'e:ctness of the 
.\ . \ .:"' -. . ' ~ > .~ 'i \', 

formula . 12 :: A~2 . + ;~d3 ' ... (C i2 .· ... i t'i , d4 

C'onolusion 

The . results of the experiments outlined 

in the previous pages clea~ly show how the sensitive

ness to fusion of a , wire is dependent on th~ surround
\ 

ing ,oonditions· 'Thus, we have seen that the \~ffect 

. of insulation is to increase the sensitivenesg for , 

low currentsJand decrea.se it for high currents. \\ The 
. , 

. \ 
effect of barometric pressure is to increase the\ 

sensitiveness to fusion of a wire for low cur~e·ntB, . ' 

and low pressure~, and to decrease it for high " 

currents and low pressures • . Inclosing fuse wires 

.in tubes~ increases their s~ en8itiveness to fusion: . , 
~~ ... ~_ ... _ff.~-_ .. ~",~ I ~* ~A.~~ • . oJ-;:Z~""~ ~~4-~ ~ 

/ The . sens it i veness gett 1.rig'··· larger-'a"s- ·-thE:f-·· 'SlZ ·Ef '-(f:r ···tli~~ .~\ 
\ ," . . " . .. . .. .. . ... '" . .. . 

\tub~ . iii diminish~.g.l.PLATES 10 and 11 clearly show 
',- . -. ... .~ ' .. ......... . ---....... . ' 

the effect of length on ~he fusing time. The 

longer the wire the less time it takes a wire to 
I 

fuse wi tl: a gi ven curre~t. 

~he close agreement between the observed ' 

and computed values of time from the equations of 

the time-fusing current curves, and also between the 

observed and oomputed values o,f current in the 
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test on length variation, prove the accuracy of the 

formula 

2 2 3 I 1 4 
I = Ad + Bd + (C~2 + D ttd 

The writer hopes that if opportunities will present 

themselves in the near future, to work out a table 

of fusing curre!!lts based on thiA formula, for sizes 

of wire of metals and alloys used in practice for fUBe 

wires. 
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